Angels in Love
An angel manifested on Earth as a human being in order to guide a woman who had lost her long-time
husband.
He was a goodly angel but not entirely pure and without karmic residue on his wings.
He was successful at his task in some ways but a failure in others.
The problems began when the angel became attached to the woman, and because of his karmic baggage
began acting strangely and unangelically. He forgot his mission and lost himself in the relationship and
in so doing began to manifest, for purposes known only to God, some of the unangelic, unbecoming
behavior he had brought with him from one or more previous lives, or from the fragments of other
people's souls he had inherited.
The original plan, to guide the earth woman, had included, as a bonus, burning off the last of his own
karmic residue so that after he shed his earthly body he could ascend to heaven and stay there once and
for all. In other words, his mission to guide the woman was meant to help her and also himself. Aren't
all such missions like this? We are here for the other and also for ourselves, or vice versa. Is this not the
meaning of besherte--a match made in heaven for a specific purpose?
Having burned off a great deal but nowhere all of his karma, the angel had hoped that this deed would
be the last before he was set free from his body in his lifetime as a human being. He had been allowed
to incarnate this one time through his deeds caring for and guiding his mother into the next world.
These deeds had negated a good portion of the selfishness he had acquired in past lives. He had begun
as a human, died who knows how many times, then been allowed to return to Earth in order to purify
himself so that he could return to and remain in the world-to-come.
Although he was in love, things were not going well between him and the woman. Still, he was unable
to detach himself from her and also from his previous karma, forcing the woman to terminate him as
her angel. She had fallen in love with him too but because of her karma could not allow him to be with
her any longer. This was painful to her, too, for she had become attached to him as well.
After the breakup the angel realized that the woman also was an angel, sent to heal him, to help him
burn off that remaining karmic baggage. He had had a sense that this was the purpose of their meeting
and falling in love. She did not know that she too was an angel, just as she did not know that he was an
angel.
Her mission as an angel was to guide him through the last months and eventual death of his earthly
father and also to help the first angel burn off the karma that was the cause of the difficulty he had
opening his heart fully to love. The idea was that her guidance with his father would open him to fully
loving her and allowing her to love him.
Both angels had incarnated in human bodies just before they met.
She guided the other angel successfully for a while and also helped him with some health-related tasks
and healing from some other relationships he had had both in past lives and in his current incarnation.
She wanted a relationship with him that would fully heal both of them, but unfortunately the
combination of his karma and hers kept this from fruition, and she had had to end it. Part of her karma
dictated that she become very bound up in earthly matters to the point of forgetting and not even being
interested in getting in touch with her angel nature.
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She had become very attached to her human life and enjoyed being a human woman. She had had a
good, long marriage to an earth man, given birth to two sons, and had granddaughters.
These angels were half-human, half-angel, and as such were unique in the angel world.
As was said, she was not aware that he was an angel, nor that she was an angel, and he was aware that
he was an angel but only later in the relationship became aware that she was too.
This kind of angel blinked on and off, off and on, moving from angel to human and from human to
angel, then back to human, and so on. They were never either angel or human. The problem with these
angels was that all was fine when they blinked on, but when they blinked off and reverted to their
human forms, there were problems. If both had been aware of their angel-human dual nature, they
could have burned off each other's karma and also been happy human lovers, healing that part of both
of them, since although they were angels, with varying degrees of self-awareness, both wanted to be
happy in human bodies on earth, at least in their lifetime, and then ascend together to the world-tocome.
The first angel desperately had wanted to incarnate in order to burn off his remaining karma, so that he
could fully love again, something he had been unable to do over many lifetimes. He had been given yet
another chance to do this by being incarnated on earth—actually, he asked to be incarnated—and
hooking up with the earth woman who wasn't aware of her angel nature. His task had been to guide her
earth self through the remaining phases of her grieving period, enabling her to love again, and also to
awaken in her the awareness that she too was an angel. And of course she wanted to be able to fully
love again, and so she had hoped that the man—the other angel—whom she didn't know was an angel
—would be her partner in this.
Alas! Their work was incomplete. The man would need to incarnate again (and perhaps again and
again) in order to fulfill his yearning to fully love and be at peace with himself. The woman would need
more time and help to fully let go her husband, realize her angelic nature, and herself fully love again.
Alas! Eichah! Their relationship was not meant to be.
Eichah!
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